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What is the Role of Private Credit in Recessions?

• This paper: 130 advanced economy recessions since 1970

• Does elevated private debt ⇒ more severe recession?

• Is it the level or the expansion in credit that matters?

• Part of a growing literature on credit markets and business
cycles
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Key Result: Expansion is What Matters
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Additional Take-Aways

• Credit expansion predicts worse recession for both financial
and normal recessions

• Both household and non-financial corporate credit
expansions predict worse recessions (3.2% vs 2.1%)

• Recessions preceded by credit expansion also have persistently
higher unemployment and lower “productivity”
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My Comments

1. Level vs expansion: empirics and interpretation

2. What we can and can’t learn from conditioning on
recessions

3. Why do credit expansions leave economies “down in the
slumps”?
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1. Level vs Growth of Credit

• Key result of paper: expansion in credit matters, not level

• Initial result: simple regression there is negative relation in
levels
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1. Level vs Growth of Credit

• Level of credit primarily correlated with worse recession
because it picks up credit growth in previous 3 years

dtj = ∆3dtj + dt−3j

• Strengthens case for expansion

• Result seems extremely robust

3-Year Growth After Peak

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Credit to GDP ratio -0.0201∗∗ -0.00641
(0.00707) (0.00436)

Credit to GDP ratio, t-3 -0.0114+ -0.00641
(0.00589) (0.00436)

3 year change in credit to GDP ratio -0.140∗∗ -0.147∗∗

(0.0249) (0.0242)

R2 0.042 0.012 0.158 0.158
Observations 130 130 130 130
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What is the Interpretation?

• Authors allude to two sets of theories

1. Macro-prudential models ⇒ (scaled) level
2. Misallocation, deteriorating credit standards ⇒ expansion

• Should we reject 1 in favor of 2?
• Perhaps too strong a reading of results (and theories)

• Credit expansion proxy for high level of “scaled” debt?
• Level captures positive aspects of credit: financial deepening
• Credit expansion approximates deviation from long-run

equilibrium level

• Deserves more attention
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2. What We Can and Can’t Learn from Conditioning on
Recessions

Yt(r)+h,j = βh1∆3dt(r),j + βh2dt(r),j + αj + εt(r)+h,j

• Conditional of being at the start of a recession, what is
expected path of real activity for different levels of credit
expansion?
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Credit Booms: Vulnerabilities and Triggers

E[Yt+1|Xt ] = E[Yt+1|Xt ,Recesst+1]P(Recesst+1|Xt)

+ E[Yt+1|Xt ,Boomt+1]P(Boomt+1|Xt)

• Emerging view of credit cycles:

Real activity decline = vulnerability× trigger

1. Credit increases vulnerability
• Financial accelerator

2. Credit increases probability of trigger
• Higher probability of financial crisis and equity crash
• Credit supply cycle
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Why Does This Matter? Household and Corporate Credit
• Authors find that conditional on recession both HH and

corporate of credit predict more severe recession

• Conditioning on recession selects “bad booms”

• Mian, Sufi & Verner (’17): who is borrowing matters
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How to Reconcile?

• Household credit should thus be stronger predictor of
recessions

• From a macro-prudential perspective which sector is
borrowing does matter

Recession Probabilitiy

(1) (2) (3)
Year t + 1 Year t + 1 Year t + 2

3 year change in credit to GDP ratio 0.000511∗∗

(0.000183)

Credit to GDP ratio -0.0000117
(0.0000818)

3 year change in HH credit to GDP 0.00133∗ 0.00178∗∗

(0.000610) (0.000618)

3 year change in corporate credit to GDP 0.000231 0.000225
(0.000254) (0.000269)

Observations 4680 3113 3009
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3. Why Does Credit Predict Worse Recession?

• Many plausible theories
• Debt overhang
• Asset or house price collapse
• Bank lending channel
• ...

• Authors suggest an interesting propagation mechanism: credit
boom leads to subsequent productivity slowdown

• Endogenous technology: Anzoategui, Comin, Gertler &
Martinez (’17)

• Evidence for: advanced economies after 2008
• Evidence against: US Great Depression
• Very much an open Q

• Can you go beyond Solow residual and dig deeper into
productivity result?

• Basu, Fernald, Kimball (2006)
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Minor Comments

• Probably want to dually cluster on country and year, or blocks
of years

• Year likely more important than country
• Global recessions, e.g. 2008
• Raises SEs by about 20%

• Point related to conditioning on recessions: why condition on
financial crisis? This is a “post-treatment” variable

• Use dj ,t−3 instead dj ,t when interacting level and expansion

• Pseudo out of sample tests
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Conclusion

• Very nice, well-written paper in an exciting area of empirical
research

• Many possible future avenues: still many fascinating questions
about the role of credit in business cycles

• Digging deeper into productivity slowdown promising
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